
                                          Mozart among the Ruins

In December 1769 Leopold Mozart set out from Salzburg for Italy accompanied by his son 
Wolfgang.  Still only 13 years old the young Mozart was already something of a celebrity in 
the music centres of Europe, both for his virtuoso playing on the keyboard and for his 
growing list of musical compositions, which already included two operas.

Leopold had several reasons for making this journey at this time. He probably still hoped to 
be able to cash in by exploiting his son in public concerts  whilst he still had (just) child 
prodigy status. In this he would be disappointed, for when they eventually returned home it 
would be in an impecunious state. More importantly a visit to Italy would form an important 
part of Mozartʼs musical education, because for over two centuries Italy had been a mecca 
for all musicians, the source of much church music, but above all opera. If the young 
Mozart was to achieve any success as a mature composer he had to be able to produce 
operas in the Italian style. In the operas houses of Italy Wolfgang would learn of the very 
latest developments. And thirdly there was the chance that if Wolfgang made the right 
impression he might find patronage at one of the many north Italian courts, which for many 
composers was the only way they could survive and continue to write music. (Hence the 
fact that so many of Beethovenʼs works carry  dedications to a long list of Viennese 
aristocrats.)

But there was also time, between visits to the various opera houses and playing for  and 
trying to impress all the toffs, to take part in the Grand Tour of many sites of classical 
antiquity, by this time, of course,  an important part of the education of most young British 
aristocrats. Thus in May 1770 the Mozarts arrived in Naples, armed with a letter of 
recommendation to the prime minister, Bernardo Marquess Tanucci who had initiated the 
excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum. (On the same day they also visited the British 
ambassador, Sir William Hamilton, whom Mozart had met on his visit to London when 
aged 6.) On the  13th of June they visited Baia and saw the Roman baths associated with 
Nero. A few days later they spent two days visiting Vesuvius.. “Vesuvius is smoking 
furiously today”  Wolfgang wrote to his sister Nannerl  back in Salzburg. At both 
Herculaneum and Pompeii excavations was still at an early stage, (perhaps ”plundering” 
might be a more apt description of what was happening there), so there was not yet much 
to see. But one of the first buildings to emerge from the ash was the Temple of Isis and this 



made a profound impression on the young Mozart, so much so that twenty years later it 
would feature in one his last operas,”The Magic Flute”. Almost certainly Mozart would have 
had the secret initiation rites of Isis and Osiris explained to him during that visit to Pompeii, 
perhaps by Sir William Hamilton himself who was following the work at Pompeii with great 
interest. He would draw on these memories in his opera. The image above, showing the 
Temple emerging from the ash, was drawn for Sir William.

And the Temple today.
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